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WELCOME

How to Create Compelling 
Photos with Your Smartphone



BRIDGET HAVERCROFT PHOTOGRAPHY
• Bridget is a Nova Scotia-based lifestyle and business photographer who was voted Best 

Local Photographer for the Best of the Bunch in the Grapevine Magazine; nominated for the 
RBC Women of Influence award 2021; and the Women of Excellence Award for the Best 
Home Business.

• Originally from Yorkshire in England, Bridget and her husband moved to Nova Scotia in 
2007, instantly falling in love with the place they now call home.

• Bridget’s love of photography started at a young age, and she merits her love of the printed 
image to her grandparents and their numerous photo albums. 

• Bridget’s passion to tell her story through the modern-day digital image has driven her to 
become a recognized professional in the food & beverage industry; the corporate headshot 
and branding industry; and as a real estate photographer working with many of the 
Annapolis Valley’s top agents.



TIPS AND TECHNIQUES FOR EFFICIENT  
USE OF SMARTPHONE PHOTOGRAPHY



#1: Open the camera app without 
even having to unlock your iPhone. 

When you pick up your iPhone, at the 
bottom right-hand corner, you'll see 

the camera icon. Tap and press your 
finger on the camera icon just a little 

bit stronger than you'd normally press, 
the camera app opens and you're 

ready to start shooting without even 
having to unlock the iPhone. 

4 QUICK WAYS TO OPEN THE CAMERA APP:



#2 Open Control Center - Swipe down from the 
top-right corner (on an iPhone with Face ID) or 

swipe up from the bottom edge of the screen 
(on other iPhone models). 

This method is really great when you're already 
using the iPhone. All you have to do is get to the 
home screen by either pressing the home button 
of the iPhone or by swiping your finger from the 
bottom to the top on one of the newest models.

To access Control 
Centre, swipe down 

from top right of 
screen

4 QUICK WAYS TO OPEN THE CAMERA APP:

Then tap the 
camera icon



4 QUICK WAYS TO OPEN THE CAMERA APP:

#4: Ask Siri. Say something like:  
 

“Hey Siri - Open Camera.” 

#3: When you pick up your iPhone, 
swipe your finger horizontally from 

right to left. As you start swiping, the 
camera will open immediately and 

you're ready to start shooting without 
having to type in your passcode.



SAMSUNG A21: OPEN THE CAMERA APP



- Hand Position   

- Elbows - keep them tight to your side if possible 

- Support - use a knee, bench, lean against a post 

- Steady Hand- wrap one hand over the other and use thumb of  
opposite hand to click shutter 

- Breathing - take a deep breath and hold it in when taking the shot

HOLDING THE PHONE:



- On-screen shutter button - Tap the Shutter button  

- Volume buttons (either up or down) 

- Using headphones that have a volume button 

- Using Bluetooth Shutter Release on a tripod/selfie stick 

- Using the self timer on the top left hand side of screen or in Portrait mode  
swipe the top arrow (chevron) down for options

5 WAYS TO RELEASE THE SHUTTER: 



SAMSUNG A21:



Before you take a photo, 
the iPhone camera 
automatically sets the focus 
and exposure. To manually 
adjust the focus and 
exposure, do the following: 

- Tap the screen to show 
the automatic focus area 
and exposure setting. 

- Tap where you want to 
move the focus area. Next 
to the focus area, drag up 
or down to adjust the 
exposure.

FOCUS:



SAMSUNG A21:



SAMSUNG A21:



LOOK AT THE LIGHT AND FOCUS AREA ….



- Adjusting Exposure   

Tap the screen then use slider 
(avoid blowing out highlights - 

under exposure is best) 

- Once Focus and Exposure is 
set, swipe finger up and down 

to adjust brightness or darkness 

- Use AE/AF lock so as not to 
have to reset

EXPOSURE:







- Portrait mode - Different F stops and lighting  
                              techniques 
                           - Dimensions 
                           - Exposure Compensation 

- OTHER FEATURES: 

Flash: The LED flash on your device gives your photo extra light when you need it. Tap 
the flash button to turn it on or off or change to auto. 

Live Photos: Capturing life as it happens — in movement and sound. Live Photos is 
usually on by default; tap the Live Photos button to turn it off. 

SHOOTING MODES CONT’D



SAMSUNG A21:SHOOTING MODES:



SAMSUNG A21:SHOOTING MODES:



SAMSUNG A21:SHOOTING MODES:



SAMSUNG A21:



Wide angle shots where the top and bottom of the image has been cropped





SAMSUNG A21:



SAMSUNG A21:



SAMSUNG A21:







Experimenting with Light:
- How light enhances your subject 

- Light and mood 

- Light and telling your story 

- The Golden Hour



- Using light to enhance your subject



- Using light to set the mood



- Using light to tell your story



- Enhancing the power of the Golden Hour



When life (and light) 
gives you lemons ....



Hutchinson’s Maple          

    Paddy’s and Rosie’s - Bison Burger

1. PRODUCT SHOTS, creating ambience Paddy’s Blueberry Ale



1. PRODUCT SHOTS
 2. PRODUCT SHOTS: Using natural light

Haskap Highland Orchards Preserve



3) REAL ESTATE - perspectives and creating depth of field



3) REAL ESTATE - perspectives and creating depth of field



EDITING TOOLS USING APPS  

SUCH AS TOUCH RETOUCH  

AND SNAPSEED



EDITING: 
TOUCH RETOUCH 
APP: 

Great for:  

- Object Removal 

- Quick Repair 

- Line Removal 

- Clone Stamp 
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EDITING: 

SNAPSEED APP: 

Great for:  

- Perspective/Straightening 

- Colour and Light adjustments 
for overall control 

- Selective Brush for individual 
control 

- Head Pose  
Adjustment 

- Skin smoothing and structure 
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Smarter Smartphone In-Person Workshop. 

The What, The Why, The How,  

The WOW….

 Email: bridget@bridgethavercroftphotography.com 
Call or text: 902-691-3453

Booking now for the…

mailto:bridget@bridgethavercroftphotography.com






THANK YOU



UPCOMING WEBINARS

Subscribe to the inTouch Newsletter to receive notice about the topic 
of the next webinar in the series.

See recordings of previous webinars and related tip sheets.

https://tourismns.ca/webinar-series



STAY CONNECTED!
• Consumer Website

novascotia.com
• Contact Business Development

TNSBusiness@novascotia.ca
• Newsletter

Sign-up for inTouch 
• Twitter 

Follow @TourismNS
• LinkedIn 

Follow Tourism Nova Scotia 
• Corporate Website

Visit tourismns.ca
• COVID-19 Resources

tourismns.ca/coronavirus

mailto:TNSBusiness@novascotia.ca
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